Installing Premium Model H Nixalite®

Generally, there are two applications for Model H Nixalite. A Single Row installation and an installation With Model S Nixalite. Choose the application that matches your installation and follow the spacing guidelines provided.

A Single Row Installing one row of Model H on a narrow, single exposed ledge, 2” deep or less.

A Maximum surface coverage for Model H Nixalite is 2”.
B Maximum distance from center of base strip to wall is 1/4”.
C Minimum outside wire overhang is 1/4”.
D At end of surface, the minimum strip overhang is 1/2”.
E Mounting clip ‘points’ toward the wall.

When installing Model H on a single exposed surface, make sure the mounting clip ‘points’ to the wall behind the surface. The Minimum Depth for using the mounting hardware is generally 1-1/4”. For surfaces less than 1-1/4” use alternate fastening or use Model W on wall above the surface.

With Model S Installing Model H with Model S on wider surfaces to achieve proper coverage.

A Maximum distance between Model S and Model H is 2-1/2”.
B Single Exposed: maximum distance from wall is 2-1/4”.
C Maximum distance to outside edge of surface is 1-3/4”.
D Minimum outside wire overhang is 1/4”.
Minimum strip overhang at end of surface is 1/2”. See single row guideline ‘D’.

Use Model H with Model S on the following surface sizes:
- Single exposed: 4” to 6-1/2” deep  - Double exposed: 3-1/2” to 6” deep

Visit our website at www.nixalite.com or contact Nixalite at 800.624.1189 or fax 800.624.1196
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